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Capturing Bisimulation-Invariant Complexity
Classes with Higher-Order Modal Fixpoint Logic
Martin Lange and Etienne Lozes
School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
University of Kassel, Germany‹

Abstract. Polyadic Higher-Order Fixpoint Logic (PHFL) is a modal
fixpoint logic obtained as the merger of Higher-Order Fixpoint Logic
(HFL) and the Polyadic µ-Calculus. Polyadicity enables formulas to
make assertions about tuples of states rather than states only. Like
HFL, PHFL has the ability to formalise properties using higher-order
functions. We consider PHFL in the setting of descriptive complexity
theory: its fragment using no functions of higher-order is exactly the
Polyadic µ-Calculus, and it is known from Otto’s Theorem that it captures the bisimulation-invariant fragment of PTIME. We extend this and
give capturing results for the bisimulation-invariant fragments of EXPTIME, PSPACE, and NLOGSPACE.

1

Introduction

Higher-Order Fixpoint Logic. Higher-Order Fixpoint Logic (HFL) [1] is a
modal logic obtained by combining the modal µ-calculus [2] and the simply typed
λ-calculus. The modal µ-calculus is found in HFL as formulas only using the base
type, and consequently they denote predicates over the states of a transition
system. HFL formulas of higher types which are formed using λ-abstraction for
example denote predicate transformers, predicate transformer transformers and
so on which can be defined recursively by means of least and greatest fixpoints.
It is known that model-checking formulas with recursive predicate transformers of order at most k is k-EXPTIME complete [3]. On the other hand,
its expressiveness is poorly understood and natural questions like a capturing
automaton model, a capturing game semantics, the existence of an alternation
hierarchy, or the role of fixpoints in a guarded fragment have not been addressed
sufficiently yet. This work provides a first step towards the understanding of
the expressiveness of higher-order recursive definitions in terms of descriptive
complexity.
Descriptive (Bisimulation-Invariant) Complexity. Descriptive complexity
studies characterisations of classes of decision problems through means of formal
‹
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descriptions of such problems, for instance through logical formulas. A logic
defines a class of decision problems, namely the membership problem for the
class of models of each of the logic’s formulas.
One of the main aims of descriptive complexity theory is to provide characterisations of complexity classes in terms of logics, for instance Fagin’s Theorem [4]
stating that NP consists of exactly those problems which can be described by a
formula of existential Second-Order Logic (DSO). Thus, DSO captures NP.
The benefit of such capturing results are the characterisations of complexity
classes without reference to a particular machine model or typical ressource
bounds in terms of time and space consumption.
Many characterisations of known complexity classes in terms of logics have
been found since: Second-Order Logic (SO) captures the polynomial time hierarchy PH [5], PSPACE is captured by SO enriched with a transitive closure
operator [6] or, equivalently, First-Order Logic with an operator to define partial fixpoints [7], and so on. P has yet to be captured by a logic; it is known,
though, that First-Order Logic with a least fixpoint operator captures P over the
class of totally ordered structures [8, 9]. For a more detailed picture of results
known in the area of descriptive complexity theory we refer to the respective
literature [10, 11].
Another interesting result in a similar style is Otto’s Theorem [12] about
the polyadic µ-calculus [12, 13]. The polyadic µ-calculus is a variant of the
(monadic) µ-calculus where formulas denote predicates of any arity as opposed
to just monadic ones. The polyadic µ-calculus, like the monadic one, cannot
distinguish between bisimilar structures; thus, it can only define bisimulationinvariant graph problems [14, 15]. Moreover, model-checking algorithms for the
polyadic µ-calculus are slightly similar to the ones for the monadic µ-calculus,
and in particular all problems expressed in the modal µ-calculus can be decided
in P. Otto’s Theorem states the converse of these: if a problem p is in the class
P{„ of problems that are both bisimulation-invariant and decidable in P, then p
can be expressed by a formula of the polyadic modal µ-calculus. In other words,
the polyadic modal µ-calculus captures P{„ .

Contributions. Here we address the question of the expressiveness of higherorder fixpoints in HFL by extending Otto’s Theorem to higher orders. We define
PHFL, the polyadic version of HFL and we turn our attention to the first-order
fragment PHFLp1q of PHFL. Here, the term order refers to the typing order of
functions used in the formulas. Thus, the fragment PHFLp0q of order 0 contains
no proper functions, and it is equal to the polyadic µ-calculus. Note that there is
a difference with the term order used in predicate logics: the polyadic µ-calculus
is in fact a fragment of second-order predicate logic. The two interpretations of
the term order are closely related: the fragment of formulas with functions of
typing order at most k can be seen as a fragment of order pk ` 2q predicate logic.
We simply prefer to use the typing order for the indexing of fragments because
then the lowest fragment is PHFLp0q instead of PHFLp2q.

Our first contribution is to show that PHFLp1q captures the complexity class
EXPTIME{„ . We then turn our attention to tail-recursive functions. It is wellknown that such functions are usually more space efficient than arbitrary recursive functions. Our second contribution is to give a formal account of this fact:
we show that the fragment PHFLp1, tailq of order-1 tail-recursive functions captures PSPACE{„ . We also develop the idea of tail-recursiveness for the polyadic
µ-calculus, i.e. the fragment without proper functions, and obtain a fragment
PHFLp0, tailq that captures NLOGSPACE{„ on structures equipped with a preorder which induces a total order on the equivalence classes w.r.t. bisimilarity.
This pre-order is to NLOGSPACE{„ and PHFLp0, tailq what a total order is to
P and FOrLFPs: it enables the definition of iterations via fixpoint operators.
Interestingly, the cut-off point marking the apparent need for such an order
in the bisimulation-invariant complexity hierarchy lies below that in the nonbismulation-invariant world, namely between NLOGSPACE{„ and P{„ rather
than between P and NP.
Related Work. While this paper has taken the approach of characterising
complexity classes classes by typing and syntactic restrictions, descriptive complexity theory predominantly has characterised complexity classes in terms of
fixpoint combinators (like TC, LFP, or PFP), with the notable exception of
characterisations based on Horn and Krom clauses [16].
In a different setting, higher-order grammars have been a topic intensively
studied in the 80s that has recently revived in the context of verification of
higher-order programs. A problem still open is whether languages defined by
such grammars are context sensitive, or in other words if they belong to the
complexity class NLINSPACE (non-deterministic linear space). Recent progresses
on this problem have been achieved by Kobayashi et al [17], who showed that
this is at least the case up to order 2 for tree languages and order 3 for word
languages. Beside the fact that this line of research does not target a capturing
result, the most significant difference with our work is that we consider a polyadic
µ-calculus, or in different words, an automaton model that uses multiple tapes,
whereas collapsible pushdown automata (the automaton model for higher-order
grammars) only work with one tape.
Implicit complexity is another line of research that aims at ensuring the
complexity of the execution of higher-order programs through typing. Our work
here is not concerned with the time complexity of performing β-reductions or the
space needed to represent the reduced terms but in the complexity of the queries
defined by the formulas we consider (which are invariant under β-reduction).
Outline. In section 2 we recall Otto’s Theorem that states that the polyadic
µ-calculus captures P{„ . In section 3, we introduce the higher-order polyadic
µ-calculus. Section 4 establishes that order 1 captures EXPTIME{„ . Section 5
studies the tail-recursive fragment and establishes that there, order 1 captures
PSPACE{„ and order 0 NLOGSPACE{„ . Due to space constraints, some details
are missing and can be found in a longer version [18].

2

Background

Labeled transition systems, bisimulation, and queries. A labeled transition system (LTS) is a tuple M “ pQ, Σ, P, ∆, vq, where Q “ tq, r, . . . u is a set
of states, Σ “ ta, b, . . . u is a finite set of actions, P “ tp, . . . u is a finite set of
propositions, ∆ Ď Q ˆ Σ ˆ Q is the set of labeled transitions, and v : P Ñ 2Q is
a
a valuation that associates to every proposition a set of states. We write q1 Ñ q2
for pq1 , a, q2 q P ∆ and q |ù p for q P vppq.
A binary relation R Ď Q2 is a bisimulation if it is a symmetric relation, and
for every pair of states pq1 , q2 q P R, it holds that (1) for all a P Σ, for all q11 P Q,
a
a
if q1 Ñ q11 , then there is q21 P Q such that q2 Ñ q21 and q11 R q21 , and (2) for all
p P P , if q1 |ù p, then q2 |ù p. Two states q1 , q2 are bisimilar, written q1 „ q2 , if
there is a bisimulation that contains the pair pq1 , q2 q.
We assume a fixed encoding of a finite LTS M “ pQ, Σ, P, ∆, vq as a word
wM such that |wM | is linear in |Q| ¨ |P | ` |∆| (for instance, using a sparse matrix
representation). An r-adic query Q is a set of tuples pM, q1 , . . . , qr q where M
is an LTS and q1 , . . . , qr are states of M. A query Q is said to belong to a
complexity class C if the language of encodings of Q is in C. A query Q is said to
be bisimulation-invariant if for every two tuples pM, qq and pM1 , q 1 q such that
qi „ qi1 for all i, pM, qq P Q if and only if pM1 , q 1 q P Q.
Example 1. Let Q be the binary query consisting of tuples pM, q, q 1 q such that
q „ q 1 . Since bisimilarity can be decided in P, this query is in P. Moreover, since
bisimilarity is a transitive relation, this query is bisimulation-invariant.
The polyadic µ-calculus. A formula of the (monadic) modal µ-calculus is
often interpreted as a game played by two players (sometimes called Prover and
Refuter) that alternatively move a single pebble along the transitions of an LTS.
The polyadic µ-calculus is basically a multi-pebble version of this game: d ě 1
pebbles are disposed on the states of a LTS, and for every modality xayi (respectively rasi ), Prover (respectively Refuter) has to move the i-th pebble along an
a-transition. Moreover, formulas can use the modality ti ju, that corresponds,
in the game interpretation, to moving the i-th pebble to the same place as the
j-th pebble.
Let Var “ tX, Y, Z, . . .u be some fixed set of variables. Formulas of the
polyadic µ-calculus Lω
µ are given by the following grammar
Φ, Ψ ::“ J | pi | Φ _ Ψ |

Φ | xayi Φ | ti juΦ | X | µX.Φ

where i “ pi1 , . . . , in q and j “ pj1 , . . . , jn q are equal-length tuples of natural
numbers. As usual, we only consider formulas in which every bound variable
occurs underneath an even number of negations counting from its µ-binder. We
also use standard notations for derived logical connectives, namely ^, ñ, ô,
and rasi for conjunction, implication, equivalence, and necessity respectively.
A formula is d-adic if in each subformula pi , xayj Φ, and ti juΦ the indices
i, j, i1 , . . . , in , j1 , . . . , jn are in t1, . . . , du.

The semantics of a d-adic formula Φ is a set JΦKdM of d-tuples of states
(see [12], and also Section 3). The r-adic query QrΦ associated to a closed d-adic
formula Φ is the set of tuples pM, q1 , . . . , qr q such that there is s P JΦKdM with
qi “ si for all i “ 1, . . . , minpr, dq.
Example 2. A standard example of a 2-adic formula is Φ„ :“
ľ
ľ
p1 ô p2
ras1 xay2 X ^ ras2 xay1 X ^
νX.
aPΣ

pPP

which denotes the set of pairs pq1 , q2 q such that q1 „ q2 . Thus, Φ„ defines
bisimilarity [12, 13], and Q2Φ is the same query as in Example 1.
Theorem 1 (Otto [12]). Let Q be an r-adic query. The following two are
equivalent. (1) Q is bisimulation-invariant and in P; (2) Q “ QrΦ for some
Φ P Lω
µ.
As a consequence of Otto’s Theorem, we get for example that trace equivalence is not expressible in the polyadic modal µ-calculus (unless P “ PSPACE),
because of the PSPACE-completeness of trace equivalence [19].

3

A Polyadic Higher-Order Fixpoint Logic

In this section, we introduce the polyadic higher-order fixpoint logic, a logic
that extends the polyadic modal µ-calculus with higher-order fixpoints à la
Viswanathan and Viswanathan [1]. In Viswanathans’ logic, order-0 formulas denote predicates, order-1 formulas denote predicate transformers, i.e. functions
mapping predicates to predicates, and so on for higher orders. For instance,
pλF. λX. F pF Xqq pλY. xayY q J is equivalent to the formula xayxayJ.
Moreover, the least fixpoint combinator can be applied to monotone predicate
transformers of any order. For instance, the formula
´
¯
µG. λF. λX. pF Xq _ pG pλZ. F pF Zqq Xq
pλY. xayY q J
Ž
n
is equivalent to the infinitary disjunction ně0 xay2 J.
Formally, formulas Φ, Ψ, . . . , types τ, σ, . . . and variances v of the polyadic
higher-order fixpoint logic (PHFLpωq) are defined by the grammar
v ::“ ` | ´ | 0
σ, τ ::“ ‚ | σ v Ñ τ
Φ, Ψ ::“ J | pi | Φ _ Ψ | Φ | xayi Φ | ti juΦ | X | λX v,τ .Φ | Φ Ψ | µX τ .Φ
where X, Y, . . . range over a finite set of variables, and i, j range over the set
N of natural numbers. We use standard notations like Φ ^ Ψ , rasi Φ, νX τ .Φ, or
Φ ô Ψ for dual and derived connectives. The maximal arity mapτ q of a type τ
is defined by induction on τ : map‚q “ 1, and mapτ1 Ñ τ2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ τn Ñ ‚q “
maxptnu Y tmapτi q | i “ 1, . . . , nuq. The order ordpτ q of a type τ is defined by
induction on τ : ordp‚q “ 0, and ordpσ Ñ τ q “ maxp1 ` ordpσq, ordpτ qq. The order

Γ $J:‚

Γ $ pi : ‚

Γ $Φ:τ

Γ $Φ:‚

Γ $Φ:‚

Γ $ xayi Φ : ‚

Γ $ ti juΦ : ‚

Γ $Ψ :τ

Γ $ λX v,σ . Φ : σ v Ñ τ

Γ , X :τ $X:τ

Γ, X ` : τ $ Φ : τ
τ

Γ $ µX . Φ : τ
Γ $ Φ : σ´ Ñ τ
Γ $ΦΨ :τ

Γ $Ψ :σ

Φ:τ

Γ, X v : σ $ Φ : τ

v P t`, 0u
v

Γ $Φ_Ψ :τ

Γ $Φ:τ
Γ $

Γ $ Φ : σ` Ñ τ

Γ $Ψ :σ

Γ $ΦΨ :τ
Γ $ Φ : σ0 Ñ τ

Γ $Ψ :σ

Γ $Ψ :σ

Γ $ΦΨ :τ

Fig. 1. The type system of PHFLpωq. The type environment
every assumption X v : τ is replaced with X ´v : τ

Γ is the one in which

of a formula Φ is maxtordpτ q | µX τ .Ψ is a subformula of Φu. We write PHFLpkq
for the set of formulas where recursive predicates are annotated with types of
order at most k. In particular, PHFLp0q is the polyadic modal µ-calculus Lω
µ.
On the other hand, the 1-adic fragment of PHFLpωq is exactly Viswanathans’
Higher-Order Modal Fixpoint Logic.
Given a set A and a bolean algebra B, the set of functions f : A Ñ B is
again a boolean algebra (for instance, p AÑB f qpxq “ B pf pxqq). A function
f : A Ñ B has variance ` if it is monotone, ´ if AÑB f is monotone, and 0
in any case. We associate to every type τ the boolean algebra Dτ as follows: (1)
D‚ is the set PpQd q of all d-adic predicates, and (2) if τ “ σ v Ñ σ 1 , then Dτ is
the set of functions f : Dσ Ñ Dσ1 that have variance v.
A term λX v,τ .Φ denotes a function that expects an argument of type τ and
has variance v in this argument. A type judgement is a judgement of the form
X1v1 ,τ1 , . . . , Xnvn ,τn $ Φ : τ . We say that a type judgement is derivable if it admits
a derivation tree according to the rules of Figure 1.
A formula Φ is well-typed if $ Φ : τ is derivable for some τ . In the remainder,
we always implicitly assume that we are working with well-typed formulas and
sometimes omit the type annotations.
The semantics of a well-typed formula Φ of type τ is a predicate or function
living in Dτ that we are now about to define. The interpretation JΓ K of a type
environment is the set of maps ρ that send each variable X v : τ P Γ to ρpXq P Dτ .
We write ρrX ÞÑ X s for the map ρ1 that is equal to ρ except for ρ1 pXq “ X .
The interpretation JΓ $ Φ : τ K is a map from JΓ K to Dτ defined by induction on
Φ as explained of Figure 2 (remember that D‚ “ PpQd q is the set of all d-adic
predicates).
Proposition 1. For every formula Φ of ground type, for all d ě 1, the query
QdΦ is bisimulation-invariant.

JΓ $ J : ‚Kpρq“Qd

a,i

JΓ $ xayi Φ : ‚Kpρq“tq P Qd | Dq 1 P JΓ $ Φ : ‚K. q Ñ q 1 u
JΓ $ Φ _ Ψ : τ Kpρq“JΓ $ Φ : τ Kpρq \τ JΓ $ Ψ : τ Kpρq
JΓ $ Φ : τ Kpρq“ τ J pΓ q $ Φ : τ Kpρq
JΓ $ ti juΦ : ‚Kpρq“tti jupqq | q P JΓ $ Φ : ‚Kpρqu
JΓ, X : τ $ X : τ Kpρq“ρpXq
JΓ $ µX τ .ΦKpρq“LFP JΓ $ λX `,τ . ΦKpρq
v,σ
JΓ $ λX . Φ : σ v Ñ τ Kpρq“X ÞÑ JΓ, X v : σ $ Φ : τ KpρrX ÞÑ X sq
JΓ $ Φ Ψ : τ Kpρq“JΓ $ Φ : σ v Ñ τ KpρqpJΓ $ Ψ : σKpρqq

a,i

a

where q Ñ q 1 stands for qi Ñ qi1 and qj “ qj1 for all j ‰ i.
Fig. 2. Semantics of PHFLpωq.

Proposition 1 can be proved for instance by extending Viswanathans’ proof
of the bisimulation-invariance of Higher-Order Fixpoint Logic [1] to polyadic
formulas. Furthermore, using fixpoint unfolding and β-reduction it is also possible to see that over every set of structures, PHFLpωq is equivalent to infinitary
polyadic modal logic, i.e. one with arbitrary disjuncts and conjuncts and no
fixpoint quantifiers, no λ-abstraction and no formula application.
ľ
`
˘
Example 3. Let Φ :“ νF.λX, Y.X ô Y ^
F xay1 X xay2 Y J J. Then Φ can
aPΣ

be unfolded to
F JJ

Ź
“ J
xay2 J
aPΣ F xay1 JŹ
Źô J ^
“ ŹaPΣ xay1 J ô xay2 J ^
bPΣ F xbay1 J xbay2 J
“
xwy
J
ô
xwy
J,
˚
1
2
wPΣ

where xwyi stands for xw1 yi xw2 yi . . . xwn yi . Thus, Φ denotes those pairs pq1 , q2 q
for which q1 and q2 have exactly the same traces, i.e Φ defines trace equivalence.

4

Capturing EXPTIME{„

The aim of this section is to show that the first-order fragment of PHFL, i.e.
PHFLp1q captures the class of bisimulation-invariant queries which can be evaluated in deterministic exponential time. For one part of this result we show the
stronger statement that queries of order k can be evaluated in k-fold exponential
time.
Theorem 2. Let r, k ě 1, and Φ P PHFLpkq. Then the query QrΦ is in kEXPTIME.
The proof essentially follows the same ideas as in the case of the (1-adic) HigherOrder Fixpoint Logic [3] (see [18] for details).
Theorem 2 shows in particular that all queries expressible in PHFLp1q are in
EXPTIME{„ . We now consider the converse implication and aim at a proof of

the following: if a query is in EXPTIME{„ , then it can be expressed by a PHFLp1q
formula. A direct, but tedious proof would encode the run of an EXPTIME Turing
machine by a query. A more elegant proof can be obtained by making use of
Immerman’s characterisation of EXPTIME queries over structures [6] as those
that are expressible in second-order logic with least fixed points (SOrLFPs). The
proof then proceeds in two steps: first, we transfer Immerman’s result to the
logic SOrLFPs{„ defined over labeled transition systems, and second we show
how to encode SOrLFPs{„ into PHFLp1q.
The first step is relatively easy with the main problem simply being a correct
definition of the semantics of SOrLFPs{„ over LTS. We define the formulas of
SOrLFPs (resp. SOrLFPs{„ ) as the ones derivable from the grammar
Φ, Ψ ::“ ppxq | apx, yq | Φ _ Ψ |

Φ | Dx.Ψ |

DX.Ψ | LFPpF, X, ΦqpY qpxq | Xpxq | F pXqpxq
The semantics of SOrLFPs on labeled graphs is as expected (see for instance [6]).
Now, in order to define the semantics of SOrLFPs{„ over LTS, we just need to
map every LTS to a labeled graph and interpret the formula over this graph
with the SOrLFPs semantics.
We call a tuple pM, q1 , . . . , qr q reduced if all states of M are reachable from
at least one qi , and if „ coincides with equality. To every tuple pM, qq, we
associate the reduced tuple REDpM, qq obtained by quotienting with respect to
„ and pruning all states that cannot be reached from at least one qi . We say
that a tuple pM, qq satisfies a formula Φ of SOrLFPs{„ if the graph REDpM, qq
satisfies Φ in the graph semantics.
Lemma 1. A query Q is in EXPTIME{„ iff if it is definable in SOrLFPs{„ .
We refer to [18] for a detailed proof of this result, and now move to the
more challenging part, namely the encoding of SOrLFPs{„ into PHFLp1q. For
every SOrLFPs{„ formula Φ with free second-order variables X1 , . . . , Xn , we
define a PHFLp1q formula Ψ with the same free (order 0) variables, so that
the least fixpoint in SOrLFPs{„ is naturally represented by a least fixpoint in
PHFLp1q. First-order variables of SOrLFPs{„ are encoded differently. Without
loss of generality, we may assume an enumeration x1 , . . . , xr , xr`1 , . . . xd of all
variables of the SOrLFPs formula, such that x1 , . . . , xr are the free variables and
xr`1 , . . . , xd are the quantified ones. We thus code ppxi q and apxi , xj q as pi and
xayi t1, 2 Ð i, juΦ„ respectively, where
Žr Φ„ is the formula
Ž that defines „. For
ti
juµX.Φ
_
i ą r, we define the macro Di Φ :“
j“1
aPΣ xayi X, where Φ is
an arbitrary PHFLp1q formula in which X does not occur. Then Di Φ defines the
set of all tuples for which Φ holds once the i-th component has been replaced
by some state reachable from one of the states denoted by x1 , . . . , xr . Due to
the bisimulation-invariant semantics of SOrLFPs{„ , this is enough to encode a
first-order quantification.
We are thus left with the encoding of second-order quantifiers. There is no
obvious way of adapting the same idea we used for first-order quantifiers, and
our encoding of second-order quantifiers is significantly trickier.

Let us first recall that it is possible to define a 2-adic formula Φă that defines
a transitive relation ă such that ă X ą “ H and ă Y ą “ ; we refer to Otto’s
work [12] where this formula is the crux of the proof that the polyadic µ-calculus
captures P{„ . Let M be a reduced LTS, so that ă defines a total order on states,
and let ălex denote the lexicographic extension of ă over Qd .
Lemma 2. There is a predicate transformer xdecy such that for every formula
Φ, xdecy Φ denotes the upward closure of Φ with respect to ălex .
The construction of xdecy is rather straightforward (see [18]).
Lemma 3. Consider the predicate transformer
next :“ λX. p X ^ xdecy Xq _ pX ^ xdecy Xq.
Then, for any predicate X P PpQd q, there is i ě 0 such that nexti pHq “ X .
d

Proof. Consider the bijection f : PpQd q Ñ t0, . . . , 2|Q| ´ 1u defined by associating to every predicate X P PpQd q the integer f pX q whose binary representation
b1 b2 . . . b|Q|d is such that the ith bit bi is equal to 1 if and only if the i-th element
q of Qd with respect to ălex is in X .
Our claim is that next maps every predicate X to the predicate Y such that
d
f pYq “ 1 ` f pX q modulo 2|Q| . Indeed, the ith bit in Y is 1 if either it is also 1
in X and a lower bit is 0 in X , or it is 0 in X but all lower bits are 1 in X . \
[
Let Φ be a PHFLp1q
` formula not containing˘ the variable H, and let formula
DX.Φ be defined as µH.λX.Φ _ H pnext Xq K. Then, thanks to Lemma 3,
DX.Φ encodes a second-order existential quantification.
Lemma 4. Let r ě 1. For every formula Φ of SOrLFPs{„ , there is a formula Ψ
of PHFLp1q such that QrΦ “ QrΨ .
Theorem 3. PHFLp1q captures EXPTIME{„ over labeled transition systems.
Proof. Lemmas 1 and 4 prove that every EXPTIME{„ query is expressible in
PHFLp1q. By Theorem 2 and Proposition 1, we know that PHFLp1q cannot express more than that.
\
[

5

Tail Recursion and PSPACE{„

Tail-recursive functions are functions that are never called recursively in intermediate steps of their body, either for evaluating a condition on branching, or for
evaluating an argument of a function call. By analogy, we define tail-recursive
formulas as the ones that can be seen as non-deterministic tail-recursive functions.
We assume from now on that the logical connective ^ is primitive in the
syntax (and not just the dual of _). Without loss of generality, we restrict our
attention to formulas in which every variable is bound at most once. We say

Ȳ $ tailppi , X̄q
Ȳ $ tailpΦ, X̄q

X P X̄ Y Ȳ

Ȳ $ tailpΦ, Hq

Ȳ $ tailpX, X̄q

Ȳ $ tailp Φ, X̄q

Ȳ $ tailpΦ, X̄q

Ȳ $ tailpti juΦ, X̄q
Ȳ $ tailpΦ, Hq

Ȳ $ tailpΨ, X̄q

Ȳ $ tailpΦ _ Ψ, X̄q
Ȳ $ tailpΨ, X̄q

Ȳ $ tailpΦ, Hq

Ȳ $ tailpΦ ^ Ψ, X̄q
Ȳ $ tailpΦ, X̄q

Ȳ $ tailpΨ, Hq

Ȳ $ tailpΦ Ψ, X̄q

Ȳ $ tailpΦ, X̄q
Ȳ $ tailpxayi Φ, X̄q

Ȳ $ tailprasi Φ, X̄q
Ȳ Y tZu $ tailpΦ, X̄q
Ȳ $ tailpλZ

v,τ

.Φ, X̄q

Ȳ $ tailpΦ, X̄ Y tZuq
Ȳ $ tailpµZ τ .Φ, X̄q

Fig. 3. A closed formula Φ is tail-recursive if H $ tailpΦ, Hq is derivable.

that a formula µX.Φ is a tail-recursive definition if no subformula of Φ is of the
form either Φ1 Ψ , or Ψ , or Ψ ^ Φ1 , with X occuring free in Ψ (see Figure 3 for
an inductive definition). Observe that we therefore do not treat both sides of a
conjunction symmetrically. A formula is tail recursive if every recursive definition
is tail-recursive. We write PHFLpi, tailq for the set of tail-recursive formulas of
PHFLpiq.
Example 4. The formula pµF.λX.pF xay1 Xq _ pX ^ xay2 pF Xqq pµY.Y q is tailrecursive. On the other hand, the formula µX.ras1 X is not tail-recursive because X occurs underneath ras1 (see Figure ??). The formula µF.λX.pF Xq ^
pF pF Xqq is not tail-recursive either, for two different reasons: on the one hand
F occurs on the left side of ^, and on the other hand F occurs in the argument
F X of F .
Theorem 4. Let r ą 0 and Φ P PHFLp1, tailq. Then QrΦ is in PSPACE.
Proof. The proof of this result is slightly more complicated than for Theorem 2.
To achieve EXPTIME, a global model-checking algorithm that closely follows the
semantics of PHFLp1q is enough. However, such an algorithm needs to represent
functions denoted by predicate transformer in extension, which requires exponential space. If we want a model-checking algorithm running in PSPACE, we
need to avoid representing functions in extension.
For a PHFLp1, tailq formula Φ, let the recursion depth rdpΦq of Φ be inductively
defined as follows: rdppi q “ rdpXq “ 0, rdpΦ1 _ Φ2 q “ maxprdpΦ1 q, rdpΦ2 qq,
rdpΦ1 ^ Φ2 q “ maxprdpΦ2 q, 1 ` rdpΦ1 qq, rdpΦ1 Φ2 q “ maxprdpΦ1 , 1 ` rdpΦ2 qq,
rdpxayi Φq “ rdpλX.Φq “ rdpµX.Φq “ rdpΦq, and rdp Φq “ 1 ` rdpΦq.
If π is a list X1 , . . . , Xn of elements of PpQd q, we write hdpπq for X1 and tlpπq
for X2 , . . . , Xn , and X :: π for the list π 1 with hdpπ 1 q “ X and tlpπ 1 q “ π. For
simplicity, we assume without loss of generality that we work with formulas such
that every variable is bound at most once. We call a variable recursive if it is

bound by a µ. For a function c : Var Ñ N we write crX++s for the function
defined by crX++spXq “ 1 ` cpXq and crX++spY q “ cpY q for all Y ‰ X.
For a tuple q P Qd , a PHFLp1, tailq formula Φ, a list π P PpQd q˚ , a function
ρ : Var Ñ PpQd q and a function c : Var Ñ N, let checkpq, Φ, π, ρ, cq be the
non-deterministic recursive procedure defined as follows:
– if Φ is an atomic formula, return true if q P JΦKpρq, false otherwise;
– if Φ “ ti juΨ , return checkpti jupqq, Ψ, π, ρ, cq;
– if Φ “ X and X is not a recursive variable, return true if q P ρpXq, false
otherwise;
– if Φ “ X for a recursive variable X with fpX “ µX τ .Ψ , let N :“ |Q|d if
X is order 0, otherwise X is a l-ary predicate transformer for some l ą 0,
d
and we set N :“ |Q|ld ¨ 2l|Q| ; if cpXq “ N , return false, otherwise return
checkpq, Ψ, π, ρ, crX++sq;
– if Φ “ Ψ , return checkpq, Ψ, π, ρ, cq;
– if Φ “ Φ1 _ Φ2 , guess i P t1, 2u and return checkpq, Φi , X , π, ρ, cq;
a,i
– if Φ “ xayi Ψ , guess s such that q Ñ s and return checkps, Ψ, π, ρ, cq;
– if Φ “ Ψ1 Ψ2 , compute first the set of tuples X :“ tr | checkpr, Ψ2 , π, ρ, cq “
trueu, then return checkpΨ1 , X :: π, ρ, cq;
– if Φ “ Φ1 ^ Φ2 , return false if checkpq, Φ1 , π, ρ, cq “ false, otherwise return
checkpq, Φ2 , π, ρ, cq;
– if Φ “ λX.Ψ , return checkpΨ, tlpπq, ρrX ÞÑ hdpπqs, cq;
– if Φ “ µX τ .Φ1 , return checkpq, Φ1 , π, ρ, crX ÞÑ 0sq.
Consider a fixed d-adic formula Φ with l variables and recursion depth rdpΦq “ k,
and an LTS M with n states. Encoding sets as bit vectors and integers in binary,
ρ, π and c require Opndl q space, whereas encoding q requires Opd ¨ log nq. Moreover, if we avoid to stack the calling context at every tail recursive call (recursive
calls of the form return checkp. . . q), then the height of the stack of calling contexts is bounded by the recursion depth k of the formula. So checkpq, Φ, π, ρ, cq
requires overall space Opk ¨ ndl q. As a consequence, for a fixed parameter formula
Φ, the procedure works in NPSPACE, and by Savitch’s theorem we get that QrΦ
is in PSPACE.
\
[
We are now interested in the proof of the converse of Theorem 4. In order
to establish that PHFLp1, tailq captures PSPACE{„ , we again pick a logic that
captures PSPACE over graphs, transfer this result to transition systems, and
encode this logic in PHFLp1, tailq. The logic we consider is first-order logic with
partial fixpoints (FOrPFPs) introduced by Abiteboul and Vianu [7]. The partial
fixpoint PFPpf q of a predicate transformer f : PpQd q Ñ PpQd q is the predicate
defined as follows: if there is some i ě 0 for which f i pHq “ f i`1 pHq, then
PFPpf q :“ f i pHq; otherwise PFPpf q :“ H. We only detail the encoding of this
partial fixpoint combinator in PHFLp1, tailq, since the rest of the proof does not
significantly differ from the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 4 (see [18] for details).
Let @i Φ denote the formula Di Φ, where Di Φ is the formula we introduced
for encoding first-order
quantifiers. For a PHFLp1, tailq formula
Φ with a free
`
˘
variable X, let Ψ :“ µF.λX.pX ^@1 . . . @d pX ô Φqq _ F Φ K. It can be checked

that Ψ is tail-recursive and order 1, and that it defines the partial fixpoint of
λX.Φ.
Theorem 5. PHFLp1, tailq captures PSPACE{„ over labeled transition systems.
Next we consider tail-recursive formulas of order 0. The same algorithm that
we used in the proof of Theorem 4 has a better space complexity for formulas
of PHFLp0q.
Theorem 6. For all r ě 0, for every formula Φ of PHFLp0, tailq, QrΦ is in
NLOGSPACE.
Proof. Consider again the procedure checkpq, Φ, π, ρ, cq for local model-checking
introduced in the proof of Theorem 4. When Φ is in PHFLp0, tailq, all variables
are recursive, so the parameters ρ and π are useless, and for every recursive
variable X, the counter cpXq remains smaller than |Q|d , so c can be represented
in logarithmic space. Since q can also be represented in logarithmic space, and
the height of the stack of recursive calls is bounded by the constant rdpΦq, check
is a non-deterministic logarithmic space procedure.
\
[
In order to capture NLOGSPACE{„ , we consider the logic FOrTCs whose
syntax is defined as follows
Φ ::“ ppxi q | apxi , xj q | xi ă xj | Φ _ Ψ |

Φ | Dxi .Φ | Xpx̄q | rTC Φspx, yq.

A formula Φ of FOrTCs is d-adic if for every first-order variable xi occurring in
Φ the index i is smaller than 2d. The semantics of a d-adic formula is then a
binary relation R Ď Q2d , with JTC ΦK being the reflexive transitive closure of
JΦK. As before, let FOrTCs{„ be the syntactically same logic which is interpreted
over reduced LTS only. Bisimulation is still definable in FOrTCs because of the
preorder ă. Since bisimulation „ is P-complete [21], FOrTCs{„ is very unlikely
to capture NLOGSPACE{„ over all transition systems. The way to go around
this problem is to assume that the preorder ă is given as part of the model.
We call totally ordered LTS a tuple M “ pQ, ă, Σ, P, ∆, vq where ă is a
preoder over Q such that ă Y ą “ . Observe that for a totally ordered LTS
M, pM, qq is reduced if and only if ă is a total order, and all states are reachable
from one of the q root states, so the query containing all reduced pM, qq is in
NLOGSPACE over totally ordered LTS. Now, using the same arguments as in
Lemma 1, we get that FOrTCs{„ captures NLOGSPACE{„ over totally ordered
LTS.
We call PHFLp0, ă, tailq the set of formulas ΦrΦă {Xs such that Φ is in
PHFLp0, tailq. It follows from Theorem 6 that all queries over totally ordered
LTS that are definable in PHFLp0, ă, tailq are in NLOGSPACE{„ .
Theorem 7. PHFLp0, ă, tailq captures NLOGSPACE{„ over totally ordered LTS.
Proof. We need to show that for every r ą 0 and every formula Φ of FOrTCs,
there is a PHFLp0, ă, tailq formula Ψ such that QrΦ “ QrΨ over totally ordered

SOrLFPs”

EXPTIME

EXPTIME{„

FOrPFPs”

PSPACE

PSPACE{„

NP

coNP

NP{„

” PHFLp1q
” PHFLp1, tailq

coNP{„

FOrLFPs”

P

P{„

FOrTCs”

NLOGSPACE

NLOGSPACE{„

” PHFLp0q
” PHFLp0, tailq

Fig. 4. Capturing bisimulation-invariant complexity classes, compared to their nonbisimulation-invariant counterparts. Below dotted lines, structures are assumed to be
equipped with a total order (resp. a bisimulation-invariant preorder).

LTS. For any FO formula Φ and its already defined translation trpΦq into a
PHFLp0, ă, tailq formula, consider the formulas
Ψ0 :“

d
Ź

tp1, 2q pi, i ` dqu Φă ^ tp2, 1q pi, i ` dquΦă
`
˘˘
Ψ :“tsu µX.Ψ0 _ D2d`1 . . . D3d pts1 utrpΦqq ^ ts2 uX
i“1 `

where s :“ t1, . . . , 2d i1 , . . . , id , j1 , . . . , jd u, ts1 u :“ t1, . . . , d 2d ` 1, 3du and
ts2 u :“ td ` 1, . . . , 2d 2d ` 1, 3du. Then Ψ is equivalent to rTC Φspx, yq with
x “ xi1 , . . . , xid and y “ xj1 , . . . , xjd . Moreover, as trpΦq is closed and tailrecursive, so is Ψ . So any formula of FOrTCs with a single application of the
transitive closure has an equivalent in PHFLp0, ă, tailq; since FOrTCs formulas
have a normal form with a single application of the transitive closure [10], this
proves the result.
\
[
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Conclusion and Further Work

The results obtained here are presented in Fig. 4 and compared to those results
in the descriptive complexity of the non-bisimulation-invariant world which are
being used to obtain the results of this paper.
Besides the obvious question of characterisations for NP{„ and coNP{„ ,
bisimulation-invariant complexity classes beyond EXPTIME also remain to be
captured. We believe that k´EXPTIME{„ is captured by PHFLpkq for k ą 1 and
k´EXPSPACE{„ is captured by PHFLpk ´ 1, tailq for k ą 2. In order to establish
such results, we may want to look for other logical characterisations of these
complexity classes and encode them in PHFLpω) as we did here. Although we
can think about natural candidates for such logical characterisations we could
not find suitable references in the literature and the generalisation of our results
to higher orders and higher complexity classes is therefore deferred to future
work.
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